PRESIDENT’S NOTE Mar 2022 - # 143
Dear Porschephiles
First and foremost, we have good wishes to our fellow brothers and sisters in our Porsche family who will be fasting during
Ramadan. It is a wonderful time, and sharing, observance, and being holy reminds us of who we are. And the Buka Puasa,
when other families of different faiths get to join in, is a very happy time for everyone.
1.0 Official Launch of Local Assembly for Porsche in Malaysia
It is with great pride with unveiled Porsche's Cayenne CKD at Kulim, Kedah. This is the first such assembly facility outside
Europe, and, with such a high-profile marque around, we have laid the milestone to mark our entrance to the world market.
For the moment, the CKD Cayenne retails at RM550, 000 otr without options, about RM130,000 cheaper than an equivalent
Cbu version. The shell complete with doors comes painted, with 6 major components to be assembled, like engine, drive train,
etc. It's no easy task mind you as the workmanship is to very exacting standards and high level. Even before the first Cayenne
have left the assembly, hundreds of them have sold locally. It will be a sell-out with great demand. Eventually, this model is
targeted for the ASEAN market, where most of the countries are on the right-hand drive. Porsche Ag has taken a keen interest
in this, and together with PAP and SDAP are the prime movers. For this launch, PAG has 3 board directors present, while PAP
is out in full force. It is that important. The Cayenne was the car that revived Porsche's fortunes in 2004 after some corporate
gaffe. To have Porsche establish the Cayenne here in Malaysia, shows the confidence in Malaysia, in us. Eventually, we should
be a base for Porsche production regionally. Tagged as 'Possibilities Unleashed', it surely underlines the intent. Officiated and
graced by Duli Yang Teramat Mulia Raja Muda Kedah, the delivery protocol this time has the names of all the buyers along the
red strip of the display car. There is a 00001 chassis number. Super cool. Another feature of this launch is a CSR initiative.
Based on the tag line 'Without Limits', Krithin, a Cerebral Palsy victim being prematurely born, has been adopted by SDAP, with
much credit to CEO Christopher Hunter. A video of the life and times of Krithin was played, moving the history of his passion for
Porsche and the hard work of painting Porsches despite his disabilities. Now, more have evolved during the launch. Porsche
board director Detlev von Platen has invited Krithin to visit Porsche Design Headquarters to be hosted by Design Chief, Micheal
Mauer. It is an honor by any means, and being Cerebral Palsy challenged, and a Malaysian too. Great honour.
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2.0 Pulau Ketam. Seaward
We have not crossed waters for some time, and when the opportunity to take a short trip to Pulau Ketam, was something
different. Gathering at PC Ara Damansara, a 30-minute drive to Port Klang Jeti to a waiting chartered 'Speedboat' it is good to
feel the water again, and the wind on our faces. Once on the island, looking for fresh seafood, crabs in particular, at this quaint
little fishing village. It is a throwback to years gone by. No cars are allowed here.
Only bicycle and electric bikes. The return journey was via a much larger ferry, and since the tide is out, we had to go round to
open seas. 30 pax registered to sail.

3.0 Electric Bikes
It is completely new to many of us. It's been a long time since any of us were on bicycles, and with an electric motor, for sure
no. It takes a bit of time to get the hang of it, but once we got the balance, it was fun. There are several sub-villages that take a
bit of time to walk. How much?
RM 50 a day.
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4.0 CSR Cerebral Palsy
As mentioned earlier, Krithin who is Cerebral Palsy challenged, first appeared during our office launch at PCSB. Now he has
gone on and painted the front, side, and rear views of the 935 courtesy of the owner. Further developments have seen him
invited to Porsche Ag's Design Centre. CSR has always been in the heart of Porsche, its founders as well as the management.
It's DNA. This is the biggest CSR visibility ever initiated by PCM, and adopted by SDAP. Thank you to everyone who
contributed.

5.0 Convoy Leaders Programme (CLP)
We have had some form of driver training for years, and in the last few years, we have decided to formalize it. The importance
of convoy leadership cannot be more understated. It keeps the members in convoys safe with minimum incidents. Eldred and
Adrian lead this. Do join them.

6.0 Drift school
Always a favorite amongst the petrol heads in Porsche. The way to handle your car, in adverse conditions, sudden incidents,
and unexpected circumstances can only get better if you learn how to develop muscle memory. You don't have to think to
respond. It comes naturally. Using Ariff's drift car, hand brake turns, doughnuts, and figure of eight were easy enough. No fear
too for people who have not driven manual, at most just one change of gear. Just remember to brake. More advanced courses
next round. Some of us could not resist taking their Porsches out though, smoking tyres in the process. Thank Dato YY Tho
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7.0 PCM Golf series. Datuk Ali Kadir challenge trophy
PCM has always had a golf series since 1999. Sometimes we have collaboration with other close groups. This time, our PCM
edition is sponsored by Datuk Ali Kadir, our Past PCM President, and Life member. It is fun amongst friends, but nevertheless
still competitive. Held at Glenmarie GCC, we had 5 flights. Thanks, Mervyn Pang for heading this.

Thank you Porschephiles, stay safe
Dato Derrick Lim
President
Key Soon Yue
President Emeritus /Advisor
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